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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that we, RAYMOND P. Jxooss 

and STANLEY M. WINARSKI, citizens of the 
United States, residing at Stevens Point, in 
the county of Portage and State of Wiscon 
‘sin, have invented certain new and useful 
Improvements in Motorists’ Goggles; and 
we do declare the following to be a full, 
clear, and exact description of the invention,‘ 
such as- will enable others skilled in the art 
to which it appertains to make and use the 
same. ‘ 

Our invention relates to improvements in 
eye shields or goggles to prevent the blind 
ing of motorists by approaching headlights 
and the object of the invention is to provide" 
an extremely simple and inexpensive, yet an 
e?icient an easily operated device for ob 
tainin the desired results. 
Wit] the foregoing in view, the invention 

resides in the. novel subject matter herein 
after described and claimed,- the description 
being supplemented by the accompanying 
drawing. 

Figure 1 is a front elevationcf an eye 
shield - constructed in accordance with our 
invention. - ' 

Figure 2 is a vertical transverse sectional 
view on line 24-2 of Fig. 1. , 
Figure 3 is an elevation showing a differ 

ent'form of construction. 
Figure 4 is a transverse sectional view on 

line 4-4 of Fig. 3. 
In the form of construction selected for 

illustration in the present application, we 
provide a pair of open frames 1 connected 
by a nose bridge 2 for disposition in front 
of the user’s eyes, any suitable means such as 
the usual side wires or temples 3, being em 
ployed for securing the frames and bridge 
in lace. 

xtending forward] ' from each of the 
frames 1 is a shield 4 which extends through 
out approximately half the circumference of 
the frames and is located either above or be 
low a horizontal plane intersecting the frame 
axis. The front ends of the shields 4 termi 
nate in a common vertical plane at substan 
tially right angles to the aforementioned 
axis and we have shown the front corners of 
each of said shields connected by a horizon 
tal bar 5. 

Carried by the front end of each shield at, 
is a pair of horizontally spaced vertically 
disposed panels 6 formed of any desired 
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light intercepting material, which may be 
opaque or translucent as desired. The anels 
6 are disposed at ‘opposite sides of the llneof 
vision or axis of the user’s eye when looking 
straight ahead, pr‘ovidin an appreciable 
‘view opening 7 between tiem. 
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The panels 6 may be secured in place in ' 
any desired manner, but we prefer to bend 
the front ends of the shields 4 into channel 
shaped formation as indicated M8 and to 
similarly bend the bars 5, the edges. of the 
panels being held in the channels. 
By employing the construction shown, it 

will be seen that when glaring headlights a - 
proach, the user of the invention need 0 y 
turn his head slightl to cause certain of the 
panels 6 to cast sha ows upon the pupils of 
his eyes, thus shieldin them and rmitting 
clear vision through t eopeningsg.e ' ' 

If desired, the frames 1 may be provided 
with guides 9 on their inner ends to ad'ust 
ably receive extensions 10 on the ends 0 the 
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nose bridge 2,.set screws or the like 11 being ' 
provided to, hold said uides and extensions 
in adjusted position. 'Fhis arrangement will 

rmit adjustment of theframes toward and 
row each other, awording to the distance 
between the user’s eyes. 
As excellent results have been obtained I 

from the details disclosed, these details may 
be followed if desired, but it is to be under 
stood that within the scope of the invention 
as claimed, numerous changes in form, pro 
portion and details, ma be made. For m 
stance, the panels 6 11 not be in truly ver 
tical planes, but may incline if desided. 
Furthermore, the may be slightly oblique 
to the eye axes when viewed from above, if 
found desirable. 

' We claim: 
1. An eye-shield comprising a pair of open 

frames connected by a nose brid , curved 
shields extending forwardly rom ‘said 
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frames and disposed below a medial horizon- ‘ 
tal plane, the front ends of said shields. ter 
minating in a substantially vertical plane at 
substantially right angles to the axes of the 
frames, and a pair of light intercepting pan 
els carried by the front end of each of said‘ 
shields, each pair of said panels being spaced 
apart horizontally and disposed at opposite 
sides of the above-named axes to provide an 
unobstructed clear vision ?eld between them 
and having their upper edges terminating on 
a horizontal line transverse to and substan 
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tielly intersecting mid axes, leevin§ en en- opening channels receiving edge portions-e1? w 
tirely unobstructed clear vision ?e cl ebove said panels, and e pair of horizemel liens 
said panels. connectinv the front eomers of seid shields 

2. A structure as speci?ed in claim 1; to- and also ?eving channels which i'ewive the 
5 gether with e pair of horizontal bars cen- up I‘ edges of said panels. 

neelzing the front corners of said shields and n testimony whereof ' we heve hei'ennw Be 
assisting in holding said. enels. e?'ixed our signatures. 

3., A structure as speci edl in claim 1; the RAYMUND P. JACU‘BS. 
from ends of said shields having inwardly STANLEY M. VJKNARSKK. 


